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ABSTRACT� The linear contact distribution function is shown to be continuously di�eren�

tiable for any stationary random closed set� which implies the existence of a continuous density

and hazard rate� Moreover� it is proved that the density is monotone decreasing� When the

linear contact distribution function is estimated from observations in a bounded window� the

distance to the set of interest from a �xed point in a given linear direction is right�censored by

its distance to the boundary of the window� We develop a Kaplan�Meier type estimator for

the linear contact distribution function and hazard rate� We show that the new estimator has

a ratio�unbiasedness property and that it is an absolutely continuous distribution function�

A CLT is derived for independent replications within a �xed observation window� The tech�

niques are applied to the analysis of spatial patterns in acid milk� The feature of replication

of the images and the CLT for the estimator give con�dence bounds on the estimator� This

is used to discriminate between di�erent kinds of heat treatments�

Key words� edge e�ects� linear �rst contact statistics� Kaplan�Meier estimator� random closed sets� reduced

sample estimator� spatial statistics� protein network� hazard rate� stochastic geometry� Boolean model� star

volume
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�� Introduction

In this paper we use the linear contact distribution function to analyse binary patterns like those

displayed in Fig� �� These results are complementary to the work done for the empty space �spherical

contact� distribution� for point processes in Baddeley and Gill ������ and random closed sets in

Baddeley and Gill ����	��

An important tool in the exploratory data analysis of random patterns is the distributions to 
rst

contact� for increasing test sets contained in the void� These functions give important properties of

the �pore� space between particles� In the present paper the test set� normally called the structuring

element� is chosen to be a line segment� Ecient estimation of the distribution to 
rst contact has

many applications in the analysis of spatial patterns �Serra� ������ it enables e�g� �tests� for isotropy�

because if isotropy is assumed� then the distribution is independent of the orientation of the line

segment �Stoyan et al�� ����� Section ����� Perhaps more interestingly a similar approach may be

used to estimate the preferred alignment of sets �Hall� ������ Moreover� the ��dimensional linear

contact distribution can be estimated directly from ��dimensional slices of the structure parallel to

the orientation of the structuring element as the estimator does not require additional information

from the �missing� dimension� Finally the linear contact distribution can be used to estimate

parameters of speci
ed spatial models �Cressie� ����� Section �����

However� the estimated function is normally greatly in�uenced by edge e�ects because the random

set is observed in a bounded window� Essentially when a certain point x is used as a reference point�

the information whether or not a grown test set centered at x touches the random set is censored

by its grown distance to the boundary of the window�

The presence of censored observations in spatial data sets when estimating the distribution

function at distance r� is normally dealt with by restricting attention to those points observed up

to distance r without censoring� leading to what is called the reduced sample estimator �previous
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literature have called it a variety of other names� e�g� the border method or minus sampling�� Such

an analysis will not usually utilize the data optimally� Methods for dealing with such incomplete

observations have traditionally been developed for survival analysis� because similar censoring occurs

in clinical investigations� The relation between censoring and spatial data was noted 
rst by Laslett

������ who observed that the lengths of the segments in a line process observed in a bounded

window are censored� However� the connection between the Kaplan�Meier ������ type estimator

and censoring of survival time was quite surprisingly 
rst noted recently by Baddeley and Gill

������ for the empty space distribution of spatial point processes� and later developed for random

closed sets in Baddeley and Gill ����	�� The methods can largely be carried over to linear structuring

elements�

The paper is organized as follows� Section � describes the data set to be analysed� In Section

� some de
nitions from spatial statistics are recalled� the continuous di�erentiability of the linear

contact distribution function is proved� connections to the rose of direction are outlined� and the

behaviour of the linear contact function for the Boolean model is discussed� Methods for estimating

the linear contact distribution function are discussed in Section 	� and the implementation of the

estimation procedure is described in Section �� Asymptotics and analysis of the data set are presented

in Section �� Finally the results obtained are discussed in Section ��

�� The data set

Fig� �� Fig� � shows four images of protein network in a yoghurt ferment� see Skriver et al� ������� In

the experiment two durations of pasteurization were carried out� ��C��� min and ��C��� min�

to be called the �short� and �long� heat treatments� respectively� The samples were prepared by

thin sectioning and images were obtained from a transmission electron microscope� At two di�erent

magni
cations ������ and ������ �� pictures were taken from each experimental group� The images
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were taken suciently far apart to assume �independence�� The pictures were digitized by a CCD

camera with ������� pixels� To avoid microscope marks a ������� sub image was extracted for

further analysis� After segmentation by thresholding� the images were subjected to a morphological

erosion and dilation� Finally irrelevant objects were deleted manually �fat particles� bacteria� etc���

For more details on the image processing see Skriver et al� ������� Typical examples of the 	� images

of the remaining network are shown in Fig� �� one from each experimental group� The objectives of

the investigation in Skriver et al� ������ were

� to evaluate the use of digital image analysis techniques to quantify the texture in acid milk

gels by quantitative parameters�

� to investigate the ability of image analysis to di�erentiate between electron microscope pictures

with di�erent duration of the heat treatment�

This was done by calculating basic stereological parameters� such as amount of protein� surface

content� and by calculating the covariance function� star volume and scaling properties� In the

present study we pursue these aims� with the use of the linear contact function� together with a

development of the Kaplan�Meier technique �Baddeley and Gill� ����� for estimation of hitting

distributions with a linear structuring element�

�� The linear contact function F

���� Preliminaries from spatial statistics

������ Linear contact distribution

Let X be a stationary random closed set in Rk �Matheron� ������ observed through a bounded

window W � Rk� The problem is� based on the observable data X �W � to estimate the function F
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de
ned as follows� Let e be a unit vector in Rk� and B � fte � �� � t � �g a line segment of length

�� For A�B � Rk� Minkowski addition � and subtraction � are de
ned by

A� B � fx� y � x 	 A� y 	 Bg

A� B � �Ac �B�c�

For x 	 Rk we often write Ax instead of A�fxg� Moreover� we de
ne the symmetrical set of B and

the scalar dilation of A by r 	 R� by putting

�B � f�x � x 	 Bg

rA � frx � x 	 Ag�

Let

�B�x�A� � inffr 
 � � �rB�x �A �� �g

Fig� �� be the �shortest� distance to A from x �looking both ways� along the directional vector e� see Fig�

�� By the de
nition of Minkowski addition and subtraction and assuming A to be closed it can be

shown that

A� r �B � fx 	 Rk � �B�x�A� � rg

A� r �B � fx 	 A � �B�x�A
c� � rg�

However as B is assumed to be symmetrical we immediately get B � �B and therefore if A is closed

A� rB � fx 	 Rk � �B�x�A� � rg

A� rB � fx 	 A � �B�x�A
c� � rg�

Finally de
ne the coverage fraction of X by pX � Pf� 	 Xg� and for r 
 � the linear contact

function by

F �r� � Pf�B��� X� � rg�
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With j  jk denoting k�dimensional volume� and Z a measurable set with jZjk � �� we will make use of

a standard result in stochastic geometry �Robbins� Theorem �Robbins� ��		� ��	�� ��	��� originally

proved in a special case by Kolmogorov �������

pX �
EjZ �Xjk

jZjk
� Pf� 	 Xg� ���

which follows from the following argument

EjZ �Xjk
jZjk

�
E
R
�fx 	 Z �Xg

jZjk
�

R
Z
Pfx	 Xgdx

jZjk

�

R
Z
Pf�	 Xgdx

jZjk
� Pf� 	 Xg�

Then by substituting X with X � rB in ��� we get

F �r� � Pf�B��� X� � rg � Pf�	 X � rBg �
E jZ � �X � rB�jk

jZjk
� ���

Here we should note that the linear 
rst contact distribution �Stoyan et al�� ����� is often de
ned

as

H�r� � ��Pf�B��� X� � rj� �	 Xg�

but we see that F is related to H by

H�r� � ��
�� F �r�

�� pX
�

which means that H easily can be derived from F �

������ Scale invariance

Let us now consider a scale invariance property of F �r�� Above we have chosen a centered structuring

element with length �� and stationarity of the random closed set X implies there is no loss of

generality� Indeed� if we assume B� � �sB�y � s � � and y 	 Rk� is a rescaled translated version of
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B� then we have

FB��r� � Pf�B���� X� � rg � Pf�	 X � r �B�g � Pf�	 X � r�sB�yg

� Pf�	 X�ry � �rs�B�g � Pf� 	 X � �rs�Bg � F �rs��

hence

F �r� � FB��
r

s
��

������ Mean star volume

A very interesting feature which has a close connection to the linear contact function is the star

volume� which is a measure of the average �local� size of holes in porous materials� Let X � Rk be

a stationary random closed set and x� a 
xed point in R
k� Assume the observation windowW � Rk

is compact and jW jk � �� then we de
ne Y �x��� the star at x�� by

Y �x�� � fx 	 Rk � �x�� x� � Xcg

where �x�� x� denotes the half open line segment with endpoints x� and x� Then the mean star

volume is de
ned as

v� � E jY �x��jk�

and is seen by stationarity to be independent of the 
xed point x�� In the isotropic case a simple

relation holds between v� and F � Indeed� letting f denote the density of F � we get by Fubini�s

theorem� stationarity and change of variable that �Serra� ����� Chapter X�

v� � E

Z
Rk

�f�x�� x� � Xcgdx �

Z
Rk

Pf�x�� x� � Xcgdx �

Z
Rk

��� F �jx� � xj����dx

� �

Z
Rk

��� F �jxj��dx � ��k

Z �

�

rk����� F �r��dr � �
�k
k

Z �

�

rkF �dr��
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where �k is the surface area of the unit ball in Rk� From this we see that v� does not depend on W

and for k � � we have

v� �
��

�

Z �

�
r�F �dr��

������ Chord length distribution

Another interesting feature of the linear contact distribution is that it characterizes the distribution

of chord lengths of the complement of X� By using the linear closing of X by B� XB � �X�B��B

it is possible to de
ne the �length�weighted� distribution G of chord lengths in direction e �i�e� G�r�

is the probability that the chord in direction e containing the origin has length � r�� by

G�r� � Pf� �	 �XrB�cg

�
E j��X � rB� � rB� �W jk

jW jk
�

Further the �unweighted� or �number�weighted� distribution of chord length is

G��r� �

R r
�

�
tG�dt�R�

�
�
tG�dt�

�

Following Matheron ������ pp� ������ we get that F has a density f satisfying

G�r� � F �r�� rf�r�� r � �� ���

and hence

G��r� � �� f�r��f���� r � �� �	�

���� Properties of F

To prove properties of F � we need the following construction� Let e be a unit vector in Rk� B

de
ned as in the previous section� and L the line in Rk with � 	 L and e as directional vector�

Choose e�� � � � � ek�� such that fe�� � � � � ek��� eg is an orthonormal basis ofR
k� and de
ne the function
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g � Rk � R
k�� by g�x� � �hx� e�i� � � � � hx� ek��i�� where hi denotes inner product� Therefore for

y 	 Rk��� g���y� is a line which can be interpreted as a parallel translation of L�

Theorem � Let X be a stationary random closed set in Rk and W any compact set with jW jk � ��

Then

�� The linear contact function F is absolutely continuous and continuously di�erentiable for r � �

and has an atom at � of mass pX � Moreover� the density f is monotone decreasing�

�� The hazard rate of F equals

��r� �
�

E jW n �X � rB�jk

Z
Rk��

E �fW � 	�g���y� � �X � rB��gdy

for almost every r � ��

where � denotes the counting measure and the boundary 	 is with respect to the Euclidean relative

topology on the line g���y��

Fig� �� To get an intuitive idea of the estimator in Theorem �� see Fig� �� The proof rests on the following

application of geometric measure theory�

Lemma � Let Z � R
k be compact and let A � R

k be any closed set� Then the function r ��

jZ � �A� rB�jk is nondecreasing� continuous� and absolutely continuous with

jZ � �A� rB�jk � jZ �Ajk �

Z r

�

Z
Rk��

�fZ � 	�g���y� � �A � sB��gdy ds ���

where 	 is the boundary w�r�t� the Euclidean relative topology on g���y�� In particular the integrands

are measurable and integrable�

Proof� Two decomposition of measures are used in the proof� 
rst a standard geometric measure

decomposition and then Baddeley and Gill ������ Lemma ��� As the k � � dimensional volume of
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the parallelepiped spanned by e�� � � � � ek�� is �� we get that Jk�� g�x� � � for all x 	 Rk� and by

the coarea formula �Federer� ����� ��������

jZ � �A� rB�jk �

Z
Z

�fx 	 A � rBgdx

�

Z
Rk��

Z
g���y��Z

�fz 	 A� rBgH��dz� dy

�

Z
Rk��

jg���y� � Z � �A � rB�j�dy� ���

where H� is the ��dimensional Hausdor� measure�

With respect to the Euclidean relative topology induced on g���y�� g���y� �A is closed� From

Baddeley and Gill ������ Lemma �� it follows that

jg���y� �Z � �A� rB�j� � jg���y� � Z � ��g���y� �A� � rB�j�

� jg���y� � Z �Aj�

�

Z r

�

�fZ � 	�g���y� � �A � sB��gds� ���

Insert ��� into ��� and apply Fubini�s theorem together with the geometric measure decomposition� �

Proof of Theorem �� As noted previously the absolute continuity follows from Matheron ������

pp� ������� Moreover from �	� we can conclude that f is monotone decreasing and continuous� The

atom at � is easily seen by noting that F ��� � pX � so part �� is proved� Lemma � gives �a�s��

jW � �X � rB�jk � jW �Xjk �

Z r

�

Z
Rk��

�fW � 	�g���y� � �X � sB��gdy ds�

Since the left side is integrable� Fubini�s theorem gives

E jW � �X � rB�jk � E jW �Xjk �

Z r

�

Z
Rk��

E �fW � 	�g���y� � �X � sB��gdy ds�

whereby �� follows using equation ���� �
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���� Random closed sets with Hk���recti�able boundary

Recall that a set A � Rk is called Hk���recti
able if Hk���A� 
 � and there exist Lipschitzian

mappings fj� j � �� �� � � � from some bounded subset of Rk�� onto Aj � j � �� �� � � � and Hk���A n

��j��Aj� � �� Now restrict attention to R� and make the additional assumption on the stationary

random closed set X� that 	�X � rB�� is a�s� H��recti
able for all r 
 �� it is possible to show an

interesting feature of the hazard rate derived in Theorem ��

If we rewrite the hazard rate as

��r� �
�

E jW n �X � rB�j�

Z
R

E�fW � g���y� � 	�X � rB�gdy�

we see that we are counting the number of points of the point process generated by intersecting

the 
bre process process 	�X � rB� �W with a line g���y�� This means we can use the theory of


bre processes to derive a somewhat simpler expression for �� for a review of 
bre processes see e�g�

Stoyan et al� �������

As 	�X � rB� is assumed to be H��recti
able we know that the angle between e and the 
bre

tangent at x 	 	�X � rB� is de
ned a�s� and will be denoted w�x�� which is a number between �

and �� We can now de
ne the distribution function of the rose of directions for 	�X � rB� as

Gr���� ��� �
E H��fx 	 	�X � rB� �W � w�x� 	 ��� ��g�

E H��	�X � rB� �W �
� � 	 ��� ��� r 
 ��

Now restrict the function g � R� � R
� de
ned in Section ��� to the set 	�X � rB� denoted by

gb 	�X � rB�� then simple geometry shows that

J��gb 	�X � rB���x� � j sinw�x�j�

Using the coarea formula �Federer� ����� ������� we getZ
��X�rB��W

J��gb 	�X � rB���x� H��dx�

�

Z
��X�rB��W

j sinw�x�j H��dx�
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�

Z
R

Z
g���y�

�fz 	W � 	�X � rB�g H�dy

�

Z
R

�fW � 	�X � rB� � g���y�gdy�

Hence by taking the mean we get the following formula relating the hazard rate of F to the rose of

directions of 	�X � rB�

��r� �
E
R
��X�rB��W j sinw�x�j H��dx�

E jW n �X � rB�j�

�
E H��	�X � rB� �W �

E jW n �X � rB�j�

Z �

�

�sin�� Gr�d���

When Gr is the uniform distribution on ��� �� as in the case of isotropy �Stoyan et al�� ����� p� �	���

then an even simpler formula for � can be derived

��r� �
�

�

E H��	�X � rB� �W �

E jW n �X � rB�j�
�
�

�

Ej	�X � rB� �W j�
E jW n �X � rB�j�

�

For these derivations it is assumed that directions can be parametrised by an angle � in ��� ���

However� turning to the theory of surface processes the theory extends to Rk� cf� Stoyan et al�

�������

���� The Boolean model

An important example of an analytically tractable model of a random closed set in Rk is the general

stationary Boolean model X� Suppose that  � is a stationary Poisson point process in Rk with

intensity �� Let X�� X�� � � � be a sequence of independent identically distributed random closed sets

in Rk that are independent of  �� Then X is constructed by using �germs� xn and �grains� Xn

X � �xn����Xn � fxng��

Assume that X� is a random closed set and the Xn�s are distributed as X�� then in general it can

be shown that� see e�g� Matheron ������ or Stoyan et al� �������

F �r� � �� exp ����E jX� � rBjk�� �
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Moreover if X� is assumed to be a�s� convex and has a distribution which is invariant with respect

to rotations about the origin and B is convex then the generalized Steiner formula yields �Stoyan

et al�� ����� p� ����

F �r� � �� exp

����� �

k

kX
d��

�BB� k

d

�CCA rdE�Wd �X���Wk�d�B�

���	 �
where k is the volume of the unit ball in R

k and Wd denotes the d�th Minkowski functional�

Example �� If we assume that the Xn�s are a�s� spheres with m
�d�
R as the d�th moment of the

radius distribution then the important planar and spatial cases are as follows for the linear contact

function F � and the hazard rate

Planar case �k����

F �r� � �� exp
h
�����m���

R � �m���
R r�

i
��r� � 	�m

���
R �

Spatial case �k����

F �r� � �� exp
h
�������m

���
R �m

���
R r�

i
��r� � ���m

���
R �

Note that the hazard rates are not dependent on r� which can be interpreted as follows� Given one

has not met the random set up to distance r then the probability of meeting the set in the next

in
nitesimal step is constant� This corresponds to the well�known lack of information for Poisson

point processes on the real line�

�� Estimation of F

It would be straightforward to construct an estimator of F by means of ���� but it would require in�

formation from outside the observation windowW � so we make the following construction analogous
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to Baddeley and Gill ���������	�� As in ��� we observe that

F �r� �
E j�W � rB� � �X � rB�jk

jW � rBjk
� ���

Now de
ne

N �r� � jfx 	W � �B�x�X� � r� �B�x�X� � �B�x� 	W �gjk ���

and

Y �r� � jfx 	W � �B�x�X� 
 r� �B�x� 	W � 
 rgjk

� j�W � rB� n �X � rB�jk� ����

which are the volume of non�censored points with a distance less than r to the random set and the

volume of all points with a distance greater than r to both the random set and the boundary of

the window� The quantities can be thought of as the �volume of failures� and �volume at risk��

respectively� The two processes are analogous to the number of points counted in the empirical

functions Y �r� and N �r� respectively in the de
nition of the usual Kaplan�Meier estimator� see

Andersen et al� ������� Rewrite N �r� � jV � �X � rB�jk where

V � fx 	W � �B�x�X� � �B�x� 	W �g� ����

Note that �B�x� 	W � is continuous in x and �B�x�X� is a random upper semi�continuous function

and therefore V is measurable for each realization of X� By applying Lemma � to each realization

we get that N �r� is nondecreasing� continuous� and absolutely continuous on ����� with density

dN �r�

dr
�

Z
Rk��

�fV � 	�g���y� � �X � rB��gdy

�

Z
Rk��

�f�W � rB� � 	�g���y� � �X � rB��gdy� ����

Hence we get

E j�W � rB� � �X � rB�jk � EjV � �X � rB�jk

�

Z r

�

Z
Rk��

E �f�W � sB� � 	�g���y� � �X � sB��gdyds�
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The hazard rate for F �see Theorem �� can also be written using ��� as

��r� �

Z
Rk��

E �f�W � rB� � 	�g���y� � �X � rB��gdy

E Y �r�
� ����

As F is continuous� with hazard rate ��r� for r � � and with an atom of mass pX at � we have �Gill�

���	�

F �r�

� �� ��� pX � exp



�

Z r

�
��s�ds

�
� ��

EjW nXjk
jW jk

� exp



�

Z r

�

�

EY �s�

Z
Rk��

E�f�W � sB� � 	�g���y� � �X � sB��gdyds

�
� ��	�

Expressions ��� and ��	� then motivate the following de
nition�

De�nition � Let X be a stationary random closed set and let W � R
k be a compact set with

jW jk � �� The Kaplan�Meier estimator bF km of the linear contact function F of X� based on data

X �W in W � is de
ned by

bF km�r� �

��
jW nXjk
jW jk

exp



�

Z r

�

�

Y �s�

Z
Rk��

�f�W � sB� � 	�g���y� � �X � sB��gdyds

�
����

where Y �r� is de
ned in ����� The reduced sample estimator bF rs of the linear contact function F of

X� based on data X �W � is de
ned by

bF rs�r� �
j�W � rB� � �X � rB�jk

jW � rBjk
� ����

Note that ���� and ���� are computable from the data X �W and the window W � Analogous to

Baddeley and Gill ���������	� we have the following properties of bF km�
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Theorem � For an arbitrary closed set X and compact set W with jW jk � �� the statistic bF km

is a possibly defective distribution function� i�e� it satis	es the properties of a distribution function

but may not necessarily reach �� Indeed it is continuous and absolutely continuous for r � �� with

hazard rate

b��r� � �

Y �r�

Z
Rk��

�f�W � rB� � 	�g���y� � �X � rB��gdy

and an atom at 
 of mass

bF km��� �
jW �Xjk
jW jk

� bpX � bF rs����

The estimator b��r� of ��r� is ratio unbiased in the sense that

��r� �

E

Z
Rk��

�f�W � rB� � 	�g���y� � �X � rB��gdy

EY �r�
�

Proof� The results stated in the theorem are straightforward consequences of De
nition � and

equation ����� �

We saw that f�r� is actually monotone decreasing� Unfortunately !f �r� � !��r��� � bF km�r�� is not

necessary monotone� so presumably our estimator could be improved by an isotonization procedure�

see e�g� Groeneboom ������ and Groneboom and Lopuh"aa �������

�� Implementation

As in Baddeley and Gill ���������	� to calculate the estimators described in De
nition � in practice�

one would have to introduce a discretization� If one discretizes the sampling windowW on a regular

lattice �Serra� ������ and for each lattice point zi in W calculates the censored distance from zi to

X� the distance to 	W and the censoring indicator� i�e� whether or not the distance is censored�

then a natural possibility is to calculate the ordinary discrete Kaplan�Meier estimator�
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To be more speci
c� let Z� � f�m � m 	 Zg� � � �� Then Zk� � Z��    �Z� forms a lattice in

R
k with mesh ��

The next theorem gives sucient conditions onW and X such that the ordinary discrete Kaplan�

Meier and reduced sample estimators converge to the continuous estimators bF km and bF rs� respec�

tively� as the lattice mesh converges to zero�

Theorem � Let X be a random closed set and W a compact set with jW jk � �� Assume that

j	�W � rB�jk � �� r 
 �� ����

j	��W � rB� � �X � rB��jk � �� a�s� for all r 
 �� ����

and

j	�V � �X � rB��jk � �� a�s� for all r 
 �� ����

where V is given by ����� For all zi 	 Zk� � W � let ti � �B�zi� X � W �� ci � �B�zi� 	W � and

eti � min�ti� ci�� di � �fti � cig� Construct the discrete Kaplan�Meier estimator

bF km
� �r� � ��

Y
s�r

�
��

�fi � eti � s� di � �g

�fi � eti 
 sg


����

and the discrete reduced�sample estimator

bF rs
� �r� �

�fi � ti � r � cig

�fi � ci 
 rg
� ����

Then as the lattice mesh � converges to zero� bF km
� �r�� bF km�r� and bF rs

� �r�� bF rs�r� for any r 
 R�

where

R � inffr 
 � � �W � rB� � �X � rB� � �g�

Moreover the convergence is uniform on any compact interval in ��� R��

Proof� First let C� denote the lattice cell centered at the origin� i�e� C� � ��
�
� �

�
� �
k� � � �� Then

we have for any measurable bounded set A � Rk that

A� C�� � �Z
k
� �A� �C� � A � C���
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By monotonicity of volume

jA� C��jk � j�Zk� �A�� C�jk � jA� C��jk�

which leads to

jA� C��jk � ��Z
k
� �A��

k � jA� C��jk�

Now by letting �� �� we get

jA	jk � lim inf
�
�

��Zk� �A��
k � lim sup

�
�
��Zk� �A��

k � jAjk�

Furthermore if we assume that j	Ajk � �� we have that the limit exists and equals the volume of A�

i�e

jAjk � lim
�
�

��Zk� �A��
k�

Hence by ���� and ���� the function

Y��r� � ��Zk� � ��W � rB� n �X � rB���

� ��Zk� � �W � rB�� ���Zk� � ��W � rB� � �X � rB���

converges pointwise to Y �r� as �� �� Moreover by ���� the function

N��r� � ��Z
k
� � �V � �X � rB���

converges pointwise to N �r�� as � � �� Since N �r� is increasing in r and the limit is continuous�

N��r� � N �r� uniformly in r� On the other hand using the fact that Y �r� is decreasing in r with

continuous limit we see that Y��r�� Y �r� uniformly in r� Given ���� and continuity of the mapping

�N� Y � �� �� ��� pX� exp��
R �
�
dN�Y �� see e�g �Gill� ���	�� bF km

� �r�� bF km�r�� A similar argument

gives the result for bF rs
� � �

The following lemma gives sucient conditions for ����� ���� and ���� to hold for a broad class

of random closed sets�
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Lemma � Suppose that  is a locally 	nite point process in Rk� i�e�  �C� 
� a�s� for any bounded

Borel set C � Rk� Let X�� X�� � � � be a sequence of random closed sets which are a�s� convex sets�

Construct the random closed set X by putting

X � �xn���Xn � fxng�� ����

If W is a compact convex set� then X satis	es equations ���� ���� and �����

Proof� In the following we will use that any convex set A � Rk has Hk���recti
able boundary�

whereby j	Ajk��� As W is assumed convex and rB is convex� we get that W � rB is convex

�Matheron� ������ which immediately gives

j	�W � rB�jk � �� r 
 ��

Fix a realization of X and notice that

�W � rB� � �X � rB� � �xi����W � rB� � ��Xi�xi � rB��

which is a 
nite union of convex sets� whence

j	��W � rB� � �X � rB��jk � �� a�s�

We also notice that

	�V � �X � rB�� � 	��xi��V � ��Xi�xi � rB��

� �xi��	�fx 	W � �B�x� �Xi�xi� � ��x� 	W �g � ��Xi�xi � rB��

� �xi��	�Vi � ��Xi�xi � rB��� say� ����

Now consider the function �B�� 	W � �W � R	� and choose x� y 	W � Then

�B�x� 	W �B � x � W

�B�y� 	W �B � y � W�
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The convex hull of ��B�x� 	W �B � x� � ��B�y� 	W �B � y� is

conv���B�x� 	W �B � x� � ��B �y� 	W �B � y��

� f���B �x� 	W �b� � x� � ��� ����B �y� 	W �b� � y� � b�� b� 	 B� � 	 ��� ��g

� W�

which implies by choosing b� � b�� that

���B �x� 	W � � ��� ���B �y� 	W ��B � �x � �� � ��y � W

and thereby

�B��x � ��� ��y� 	W � 
 ��B �x� 	W � � ��� ���B �y� 	W ��

We can hereby conclude that �B�� 	W � �W � R	 is a concave function�

On the other hand if we let K � ��Xi�xi � rB��W � K is a convex set contained in W � Consider

then the function �B��K� �W � R	� Given x� y 	W there exists bx� by 	 B such that

�B�x�K�bx � x 	 K

�B �y�K�by � y 	 K�

Because K is convex we have that

���B �x�K�bx � x� � �� � ����B �y�K�by � y� 	 K� � 	 ��� ���

which means that

�x � ��� ��y � ���B �x�K� � ��� ���B�y�K��

�



��B �x�K�

��B�x�K� � ��� ���B�y�K�
bx �

��� ���B �y�K��

��B �x�K� � ��� ���B �y�K�
by

�
	 K

i�e�

�B��x � ��� ��y�K� � ��B �x�K� � ��� ���B �y�K��
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Thus �B��K� �W � R	 is a convex function�

Because �B�� 	W � and �B��K� are concave and convex� respectively� �B�x�K�� �B�x� 	W � is

a concave function� hence Vi is a convex set and ���� has volume zero� �

Example � continued� If W � Rk is any compact convex window with jW jk � �� and X � Rk is

constructed as in Example �� the assumptions of Lemma � are satis
ed�

As noted in Baddeley and Gill ���������	� distances ��z�X �W � and ��z� 	W � �approximations

of Euclidean shortest distances� for all points in a 
ne rectangular lattice can be computed very

eciently using the distance transform algorithm of image processing �Borgefors� ���	� Borgefors�

������ Similarly if we want to calculate �B�z�X � W � and �B�z� 	W � for horizontal or vertical

structuring elements B it is easy to use the forward�backward pass for the one�dimensional case

as described in Borgefors ����	�� for each horizontal column or vertical row� respectively� If one

wants to calculate diagonal distances or even more general line orientations more care is needed� A

possibility is to approximate linear behaviour with a highly eccentric Euclidean metric�

�� Analysis of a replicated data set

	��� Asymptotics

In practical situations� see e�g� Baddeley et al� ������ Section �� and Section ��� in the present

paper� one may� under the assumption of mixing� observe the same random process through a single

window which is the union of n small distantly spread windows of 
xed size and shape� In this

situation the boundary e�ects stay equally severe as n � �� and as in Baddeley and Gill ������
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Section 	� we shall consider a large sample situation where there are n�� independent replicated

observations Xi of a given process X within a 
xed window W � Notice in the present paper we

do not calculate the pooled statistics bF km and bF rs as the mean of the separate statistics for each

window but by analogies of ���� and ���� where jW nXjk� �f�W � sB� � 	�g���y� � �X � sB��g

and j�W � rB� � �X � rB�jk are replaced by sums of these expressions over all realizations Xi�

Asymptotics can now be derived by means of Lemma �� below� The proof of Lemma � uses the

result of Gin#e and Zinn ����	� Theorem ��	�� as in the proof of Baddeley and Gill ������ Lemma

	�� Here we need a slight modi
cation� as explicit bounds on the centered and normed versions of

N and Y are dicult to obtain� Moreover this modi
cation removes a convexity assumption on the

observation window W �

Lemma � Let X�� X�� � � � be i�i�d� realizations of an a�s� stationary random closed set X� Fix a

compact set W � R
k with jW jk � � and let Ni�r� and Yi�r� for i � �� �� � � � be the �fraction of

failures� and �fraction at risk� processes corresponding to ������
� for Xi in W � i�e�

Ni�r� �
jfx 	W � �B�x�Xi� � r� �B�x�X� � �B�x� 	W �gjk

jW jk
�

and

Yi�r� �
j�W � rB� n �Xi � rB�jk

jW jk
�

Then

n���

�
n��

nX
i��

Ni�r�� E
N �r�

jW jk


��	�

and

n���

�
n��

nX
i��

Yi�r�� E
Y �r�

jW jk


����

converge weakly in C��� � � to Gaussian processes� where � � � satis	es F �� � 
 �� i�e� EY �� � � ��
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Proof� First notice that N �r��jW jk and Y �r��jW jk are monotone and uniformly bounded by ��

Consider now the normed and centered processes M � �N � EN ��jW jk and Z � �Y � EY ��jW jk�

By Gin#e and Zinn ����	� Theorem ��	� the CLT follows if we can show for ��	� and ���� separately

that

EjM �t� �M �s�j � c�jG�s��G�t�j

and

EjZ�t� � Z�s�j � c�jH�s��H�t�j

for all s� t 	 ��� � �� some constants c�� c� 
 �� and some non�decreasing functions G and H� But

this is easily seen to be true with c�� c� � � and

G�s� �
EN �t�

jW jk

H�s� �
E�Y ���� Y �s��

jW jk
�

�

From Lemma � and the marginal tightness of the families ��	� and ���� it follows that they are

marginally tight and that the 
nite dimensional distributions satisfy a joint CLT� and therefore

a joint CLT for �N� Y � follows� As the product integration mapping is di�erentiable �Gill and

Johansen� ����� Theorem ��� the functional delta�method �Gill� ����� Theorem �� tells us that one

can approximate bF km � F in probability by the linear expression

��� F �r��

�

Z r

�

Z
Rk��

�f�W � sB� � 	�g���y� � �X � sB��gdy � j�W � sB� n �X � sB�jk��s�

��� F �s��jW � sBjk
ds� ����

If W is a union of small� distant sub�windows Wi then ���� is also a sum over the Wi of zero�mean

terms� given by ���� replacing W by Wi except in the denominator� The variance of bF km�r� could
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therefore be approximated by the sum of the squares of the summands in ����� in which one would

have to replace ��� and F �� by their pooled Kaplan�Meier estimates� i�e�

Var� bF km�r�� F �r��

�
� ��� bF km�r���

nX
i������Z r

�

Z
Rk��

�f�Wi � sB� � 	�g���y� � �X � sB��gdy � j�Wi � sB� n �X � sB�jk!��s�

��� bF km�s��jW � sBjk
ds

���	
�

�

	��� Example data set

Fig� 	� When an image is discretized by a rectangular grid� one can calculate distances by either horizontal

or vertical structuring elements as described in Section �� In the present example we calculated

the pooled Kaplan�Meier estimator in both directions� see equation ���� below� for all experimental

groups� In Fig� 	 we plot � log��� bF km�r�� against r� the estimator is shown surrounded by its ��$

pointwise con
dence interval� see later� For �a���c� there seems to be a slight tendency to anisotropy

and for �d� the plot does not give any reason to doubt isotropy� However to develop the methodology

we chose to pool the estimator over both directions to see if we could get a decrease in variance� Fig�

� shows the ratio of the estimated variances of the Kaplan�Meier estimator in horizontal and vertical

directions to the estimated variance of the pooled estimator� For the vertical direction there is a

clear gain in pooling over directions� whereas for the horizontal estimator the gain is only achieved

in case �a���c� for small distances� This also gives some evidence for anisotropy which should be

investigated further�

Fig� �� If isotropy is assumed� pooling the estimator over directions can be justi
ed by the following� Let

eB be the structuring element B rotated through ��	� and consider the following modi
ed estimators

from De
nition ��
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bF km�r� �

��
jW nXjk
jW jk

exp

�
�

Z r

�

dN �s� � d eN�s�
Y �s� � eY �s� ds


����

bF rs�r� �

j�W � rB� � �X � rB�jk � j�W � r eB� � �X � r eB�jk
jW � rBjk � jW � r eBjk �

where N and Y are calculated w�r�t� B and eN and eY w�r�t� eB� It is straightforward to see that
the new estimator bF rs is unbiased� but also the results from Theorem � are carried over to the new

estimator bF km� Of practical importance is that the implementation as suggested in Theorem � also

works for the pooled estimator� With superscript h denoting measurements along the horizontal

direction and v denoting measurements along the vertical direction we get the following pooled

versions of ���� and �����

bF km
� �r� � ��

Y
s�r

�
��

�fi � ethi � s� dhi � �g��fi � etvi � s� dvi � �g

�fi � ethi 
 sg ��fi � etvi 
 sg



bF rs
� �r� �

�fi � thi � r � chi g��fi � t
v
i � r � cvi g

�fi � chi 
 rg��fi � cvi 
 rg
�

Fig� �� For the replicated image data set described in Section � and illustrated in Fig� �� the implementa�

tion described in Section � and above was applied� The pooled Kaplan�Meier and reduced sample

estimators were calculated as described in Section ��� and are plotted in Fig� �� For each experimen�

tal group we see the estimator in the middle surrounded by its ��$ pointwise con
dence interval�

The variance of the Kaplan�Meier estimator is calculated by means of the discretized version of the

in�uence function given by ����� By invoking the CLT� the pointwise ��$ con
dence intervals are

based on the normal distribution� For the reduced sample estimator� we just calculated the ordinary

pointwise ��$ con
dence intervals for the normal distribution by the sample standard deviation

of the �� replicates as the overall reduced sample estimator is simply the pointwise mean of the

independent individual estimators� We observe that the discrepancies between the Kaplan�Meier
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and reduced sample estimators are very slight� This corresponds to other results for real data sets

reported in Baddeley and Gill ����	�� However� it is possible to produce arti
cial data for which

the Kaplan�Meier and reduced sample estimators di�er appreciably�

Fig� �� In Fig� � �a� and �b� we observe that the estimated curve for short exposure and its pointwise

��$ con
dence intervals lie all above the same curves for long exposure� giving strong evidence for

di�erence between heat treatments at the two magni
cations� moreover from �c� and �d� there is an

overlap of the con
dence intervals giving no reason to believe an e�ect of magni
cation�

Fig� �� Fig� � shows the empirical relative eciencies �ratio of the variances of reduced sample to Kaplan�

Meier estimator calculated in connection with Fig� ��� for each experimental group� The general

pattern is that the greatest gain is achieved at small distances except for �b�� and for larger distances

the gain in eciency is decreasing� again except for �b� where there seems to be a gain of eciency�

The results from �a�� �c� and �d� correspond to the patterns found in Baddeley and Gill ������� From

this it seems that the bias of the Kaplan�Meier estimator �because the reduced sample estimator

is unbiased� is of smaller order than the variance� so the estimators agree well� but have di�erent

variance�

Table �� As the variance of the Kaplan�Meier estimator is smaller than the variance of the reduced sample

estimator and the bias generally seems to be of smaller order than the variance� we have 
tted

a ��dimensional Boolean model of spheres with 
xed radii R to the Kaplan�Meier estimator� see

Example �� Using a nonlinear least squares procedure �the nls function in S�PLUS� 
tting the

function � � exp�����������R� � R�r�� to the pooled estimators bF km�r� in each experimental

group� we obtained the estimates shown in Table �� The standard error of the estimates in Table

� is derived by the following simple jackknife procedure �Efron and Tibshirani� ����� Chapter ����

Suppose we have the sample ��N�� Y��� � � � � �N��� Y���� of �fraction of failures� and �fraction at risk�
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processes and the estimator

!���N�� Y��� � � � � �N��� Y���� � �!�
�� !��� � �!�� bR�

where Z �

�

h
��� exp����!������� bR� � bR�r��� � bF km�r�

i�
dr

� min
���R��R�

�

Z �

�

h
��� expf����������R�� R�r�g�� bF km�r�

i�
dr

and bF km is the pooled estimator based on all �� replications� Then the jackknife estimate of standard

error of the k�th coordinate� k � �� �� is de
ned by

!sk �

�
n� �

n

nX
i��

�!�k�i� �
!�k����

�

����
� k � �� �

where !��i� � �!���i��
!���i�� is the i�th jackknife sample which consists of the data set with the i�th

observation removed and

!���� �
nX
i��

!��i��n�

Fig� �� To check whether the distribution function is 
tted appropriately� we use the transformation�

arcsin�
p
�� F �t���

which is known to stabilize the variance asymptotically for estimations of F based on i�i�d� obser�

vations of the distribution function F �Aitkin and Clayton� ������ In Fig� � the transformation

arcsin��� � bF km�r��
�
� � of the Kaplan�Meier estimator is plotted against the transformation of the


tted distribution function� We see that there is a possible misspeci
cation at the 
rst point for all

experimental groups� For all groups we also notice that there is a slight deviation for large distances�

Moreover� for �a� we have some discrepancy for small distances� But in general this plot does not

reject the Boolean model over a large interval of intermediate values�

Returning to the 
t in Table �� the radius around ������� �m seems to be too large �the mean

particle diameter in suspension before heat treatment is believed to be around ���� �m�� However�
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several explanations can be given for that� Firstly� it is hypothesised that the protein particles

clump together under heat treatment and therefore form larger clumps and secondly it is believed

that the network created under the subsequent fermentation process is a di�usion limited process� so

no overlap between particles is possible� which is the case in the Boolean model� From the estimates

we also notice that the clumps get larger under further heat treatment� additionally support for the

hypothesis that heat treatment creates larger and larger clumps�

Visually� see Fig� �� heat treatment seems to have the same e�ect as magni
cation from �����

to ������ As the volume content� !pX � is almost the same in all experimental groups and a Boolean

model has been 
tted� we calculated the ratios between the hazard rates for short and long treatment�

obtaining the values ��	� and ��	� for ����� ����� respectively� The values close to ��� support

the visual impression� and also support the idea that particles become larger under heat treatment�

but have the same shape and that the network under di�erent heat treatments is created under the

same di�usion regime�

From Section ����� we know that the star volume can be expressed by the linear contact function�

a simple �plug�in� estimate of the star volume is therefore

!v� �
��

�

Z
r� bF km�dr��

Table �� These estimates for each experimental group can be seen in Table �� The standard error of the

star volume given in Table � is derived analogously to Table � by means of jack�kni
ng� Here the

estimator !� is simply

!���N�� Y��� � � � � �N��� Y���� �
��

�

Z
r� bF km�dr��

Here we observe a statistically signi
cant e�ect of heat treatment� the star becomes bigger as the

particles clump more together� Moreover� there is a little evidence of a magni
cation e�ect� This

could be explained by the fact that more details appear at a higher magni
cation rate�
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Fig� ��� Fig� �� shows an estimate of the 
rst contact hazard function ��r� in each experimental group�

The solid line shows the pointwise estimate obtained by the discrete hazard function� pooled over

both images and directions

!��r� �
�fi � %thi � r� dhi � �g��fi � %t

v
i � r� dvi � �g

�fi � %thi 
 rg��fi � %tvi 
 rg
� ����

To apply kernel smoothing to the hazard rate� see the dotted line in Fig� ��� we have to take

into account the substantial increase in variance over the range of distances as we approach the

endpoints of support for the empirical hazard rate� Here we consider the variable kernel method

�Silverman� ����� Section �� to smooth the Nelson estimator given in ����� with the Parzen kernel

and a variable bandwidth increasing from ���� �m to ���� �m for ����� magni
cation� and from

���� �m to ��� �m for ����� magni
cation� This seems somewhat arbitrary but by inspection the

smoothing seems to give reasonable results� It should however be noted that quite sophisticated

techniques exist for smoothing hazard rates under random censoring �M"uller and Wang� ���	�� but

as we are mainly interested in the deviance from the 
tted boolean model it does not seem to be of

any help to apply these techniques�

It is clear that there is a di�erence of the course of the hazard rate under di�erent heat treatments�

both in the level and shape of the hazard curve� According to Section ��	 we would expect the hazard

rate to be a horizontal line if the data were generated by a Boolean model� This seems reasonable

for intermediate distances in case �b� and �d�� but for �a� and �c� there seems to be a general drop

in the hazard rate� Furthermore in all situations �a���d� there seems to be a slight drop from the

start� Problems with the Boolean model in the start were also noticed in Fig� �� A close look at Fig�

� �a� and �c� also suggest a slight misspeci
cation for intermediate distances� The drop at the start

could be a consequence of the network structure as one might expect that the particles are more

clustered� Another explanation could be that the erosion in the image cleaning process has deleted

small clumps� So 
nally we must conclude that the Boolean model for short exposure is not a good
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t to the data� but seems to be a reasonable model for the long heat treatment�

	� Discussion

In this paper we have shown continuity� absolute continuity and continuous di�erentiability of the

linear contact distribution function F � for any stationary random closed set X� Moreover� we

developed a Kaplan�Meier type estimator for F � demonstrated� and compared it with the reduced

sample estimator on a replicated data set� and concluded that the Kaplan�Meier estimator in this

example is more ecient than the reduced sample estimator� and the bias is of smaller order than

the variance�

Replication has been used to calculate standard errors for the pooled estimates� This is a new

approach� �recently introduced in �Baddeley et al�� ������ although with another approach for the

variance calculation�� since it is normal in spatial statistics to produce pointwise con
dence intervals

around the theoretical Boolean curve rather than con
dence intervals around the empirical curve�

We also suggested when estimating the linear contact function under isotropy to pool the estimator

over directions to decrease variance�

Our conclusions about the data set are that

�� some evidence for anisotropy has been spotted�

�� there is a signi
cant di�erence in the linear contact function over di�erent heat treatments�

�� a Boolean model seems reasonable for long exposure� but does not 
t well for the short heat

treatment�

	� there is some evidence for clustering of the particles�

�� heat treatment seems to increase the particle size� and as the protein content stays the same�

the density of particles per unit volume decreases�
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�� heat treatment seems to have the same e�ect as magni
cation� supporting the hypothesis that

under heat treatment the particles clump together� and the subsequent coagulation process is

the same�

In this application all the windows had the same size and shape� but the number n of replications

was small� so one could argue that the formal asymptotics as done for the data set cannot give a

very accurate picture� Therefore simulation experimentation is needed to compare the worth of the

various standard error estimates in practical situations�

It should be noted that another competing estimator has been developed recently by Chiu and

Stoyan ����	�� This estimator� denoted the Hanisch estimator� has been developed for stationary

random closed sets and a general structuring element� The estimator is unbiased� but has the

disadvantage that it can exceed �� This can be dealt with by di�erent kinds of normalizations� but

then the advantage of unbiasedness disappears� This estimator could be applied to the data� but

would require a substantial development and is therefore beyond the scope of the present paper�

The discussion about edge correction could also be continued by considerations about the im�

portance of sampling points� This problem arises as there seem to be more of an edge problem for

points near the boundary than say points well inside the observation window� An attempt to deal

with that could be to implement Anbeek�s ������ suggestion for a weighted Kaplan�Meier estimator

in the case of interpoint distributions for spatial point processes� Here it is suggested to give less

weight to the sampling points close to the border of the window�

It was noted in Section ����� that a ��� relationship holds between the two distribution functions

H and F � This means that all the regularity properties of F derived in the paper can be carried

over to H� A consequence of this is that H and F has the same hazard rate and H is therefore

estimated by the relation

bH�r� � �� �� bF �r�
�� !pX

�
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From a distributional point of view it does not matter where the structure element is centered and

how long it is� see Section ������ but from the viewpoint of estimation it could make a di�erence�

especially the centering is sensitive to the behaviour at the boundary�

For cross�sectional images such as those displayed in Fig� �� we saw that the linear structuring

element could be used to draw inferences about the star volume and the ��dimensional Boolean

model� It should also be noted that other elements with empty interior could be considered� such

as disks or squares as they do not require information from the missing dimension� A collection of

such elements could then be used to derive more robust estimators for random set models along the

lines reviewed e�g� in Cressie ������ Section �����

The idea of using the hazard rate of the empty space function F for a spatial pattern has appeared

in various guises in the literature� Miles ���������	� show that many distance variables in stochastic

geometry are closely connected to one�dimensional waiting times� Furthermore� Daley and Vere�

Jones ������ pp� �	���	�� discuss the survival function and hazard rate of the empty space function

for Poisson processes� Baddeley and Gill ����	� present calculations of the hazard rate for some well

known data sets� However the estimation in Fig� ��� shows that all the classical problems of density

estimation are present in the data set �Silverman� ����� such as discretization problems� bandwidth

selection� bias variance trade�o� and kernel choice� New problems also arise here� e�g� digitization

problems �Serra� ����� and image cleaning problems� so therefore one should be cautious about

interpreting the hazard rates in Fig� ��� until the method is better understood�

Despite the fact that the Boolean model gave some interesting information about the process�

it should only be considered as a preliminary model� as the network is formed under di�usion and

not by for instance continuum percolation� Another interesting alternative would be to model the

underlying point process by the recently suggested area�interaction point processes �Baddeley and

van Lieshout� ������ as they produce a great variety of clustered behaviour� This is of course closer
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to reality but still seems away from the di�usion regime�

The conclusions found in points ��� above could be investigated further for instance using other

structuring elements� or by investigation of the distribution of single particles under random censor�

ing� see e�g� Molchanov ���������	�� but this is outside the scope of this paper and will be reported

elsewhere �Hansen� ������ Another approach to analyse the network� which has not been pursued

here� is to plug in an estimator for the linear contact distribution in the expression ���� e�g� the

Kaplan�Meier or another edge corrected estimator� to provide an edge corrected estimate of either

the weighted or unweighted chord length distribution�

Computational and software aspects of our approach will be presented elsewhere�
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�a� �b�

�c� �d�

Fig� �� Protein network �represented by black� in a yoghurt ferment� �a� ������ short� �b� ������

long� �c� ������ short� �d� ������ long� For magni
cation ������ the physical scale of the image is

a square with side length ����� �m� and for ������ sidelength �	��� �m�
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x

�B�x�A�

e

Fig� �� In the text we have de
ned �B�x�A� to be the �shortest� distance to A from x �looking in

both ways� along the directional vector e�
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g���y�

A

A� rB

A� sB

W

x x

Fig� �� The x�s mark the points of the set �fW � 	�g���y� � �A� rB��g� which is used throughout

the paper�
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Fig� �� Plot of � log��� bF km�r�� against r� for the pooled Kaplan�Meier estimator in horizontal and

vertical directions� �a� ������ short� �b� ������ long� �c� ������ short� �d� ������ long�
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Fig� �� Ratio of the estimated variance of the Kaplan�Meier estimator in horizontal and vertical

directions to the estimated variance of the pooled estimator� �a� ������ short� �b� ������ long� �c�

������ short� �d� ������ long�
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Fig� �� Plot of � log��� bF�r�� against r� for the pooled Kaplan�Meier and reduced sample estimators
of the linear contact function in each experimental group� �a� ������ short� �b� ������ long� �c�

������ short� �d� ������ long�
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Fig� 	� Plot of � log�� � bF km�r�� against r� for the pooled Kaplan�Meier estimator� �a� The

estimators for short and long heat treatment for magni
cation ������ �b� The estimators for short

and long heat treatment for magni
cation������ �c� The estimators for ����� and ����� for short

heat treatment� �d� The estimators for ����� and ����� for long heat treatment�
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Fig� 
� The relative eciency of KM over RS in each experimental group� �a� ������ short� �b�
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Fig� �� Plot of arcsin���� bF km�r��
�
� � against arcsin�exp���!���

�
!R�� !R�r��� for each experimental
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Fig� ��� Estimated linear contact hazard for the pooled estimates shown in Fig� �� �a� ������ short�

�b� ������ long� �c� ������ short� �d� ������ long� ����� Point estimate�    � Kernel smoothed

function� see text� � ��� Hazard rate for the estimated Boolean model� see text�
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Table �� Estimates for the Boolean model� with the jackknife estimates of the standard error given

in brackets�

short long

!� ����	� �������� ������ ��������

����� bR ����	� �����	�� ������ ������	�

!pX ������ ���	��

!� ������ �������� ������ ��������

����� bR ��	��� �������� ������ ��������

!pX ������ ���		�
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Table �� Estimates of the star volume� with the jackknife estimate of the standard error given in

brackets�

short long

����� 	����� ������� ������� ������	�

����� �����	 ������� ������ �������


